
The First Ever G&B Ringing
Summer School

Monday 24 August to Sunday 30 August 2020

A selection  of  Zoom  seminars  on  all  aspects  of  ringing,  all  delivered  by  top  class
presenters. Sign up for any seminar that interests you - and the details of how to do that
are at the bottom of this notice. 

Meanwhile, here are the seminars. There will be three each afternoon to choose from and
three each evening except Sunday.

BUT no previous experience at all is required.  No matter what you can ring at the
moment, if you're interested in something, come along.

Monday 24 August

3.00 p.m. Starting Bob Doubles - with Kay Hodges - Kay will ease you into this 
most popular of all methods - or if you've already started on it but are feeling 
wobbly, she'll firm you up.

First Steps in Calling Touches - with Julie Miles - Never called Go? Never 
called Bob? It couldn't be easier and Julie will gently guide you.

Replacing Stays - with Chris Povey - Learn all about this really important 
job from a real expert.

7.30 p.m. "I wish I'd started 40 years ago" - with Terina Riches and Carol Hinton - 
No longer in the first flush of youth when you started? Finding that a 
problem? Share your anxiety and frustrations with others who feel exactly the
same, and get helpful hints from older learners, Terina and Carol.

A Start on Stedman Doubles - with Rob Clive - If you can ring Bob 
Doubles, you can ring Stedman. Rob will show you how.

Ringing Spliced Surprise - with Mark Davies - Mark will lead you into this 
most complex area of ringing.

Tuesday 25 August

3.00 p.m. Ringing Down in Peal - with Steve Coleman - Want to know how to 
make your ringing down sublimely beautiful? Steve will tell all the secrets.

A Start on Grandsire Doubles - with Derek Carr - Dip your toe into this 
magnificent method with Derek to guide you.



Ringing on the Higher Numbers - with Francesca Cinderey - Want to ring 
on nine and ten - or eleven and twelve - but not sure how to cope? 
Francesca will give you real world tips.

7.30 p.m. Bob Doubles with Bobs - with Hazel Bridges - Hazel will help you cope 
with the heady complexity of it all.

Cambridge Minor - with Ian Bucknell - Yes, it feels like a big step up. 
But Ian will explain exactly how to manage it.

Getting the Best out of Ringing Money - with  Philip Twentyman - Gift 
Aid? Tower funds? Banks? Building Societies? Weddings? Tax? 
Subscriptions? Listed Places of Worship Grant Scheme? Restricted Funds? 
Get the low down, and ask Philip any questions you like.

Wednesday 26 August

3.00 p.m. Plain Hunt - with Sheila Taylor - The basic building block of all method 
ringing. Get it right and everything that follows will be so much easier. Sheila 
tells you how.

Breaking into Treble Bob - with Gill and Chris Greef - It's the essential 
step between plain bob and surprise, and Gill and Chris will guide you.

Ringing with a Disability - with Dr Sue Pouncey and Dr David Pouncey - 
We welcome all to start ringing, and we want all to continue ringing for as 
long as possible. Sue and David will discuss how to help.

7.30 p.m. Ringing up in Peal - with Steve Coleman - Tricky? Yes. Impossible? 
No. All the secrets for success from Steve.

Grandsire Doubles with Bobs and Singles  - with Hazel Bridges - Hazel 
will explain all.

Cambridge Major and Other Surprise Major - with Ian Bucknell - Step up 
to the really big time with Ian to help.

Thursday 27 August

3.00 p.m. Acquiring Ropesight and Managing without it - with Tom Edgeworth - 
Tom gently guides you through ringing's greatest mystery.

Bob Minor - with Julie Miles - Explore the joys of your first Minor method 
with Julie.

All about Bellropes - with Malcolm Taylor - Fitting them, adjusting them, 
buying them, making them last - Malcolm explains all.



7.30 p.m. Ringing Terminology - with Tom Edgeworth - Wondering what all those 
funny ringing words mean? Want help with the Gobbledegook? Want to 
know why a sally is called a sally - and all that? Come along for a fun 
afternoon.

Beyond Bob Minor - with Hazel Bridges - Still Minor but not yet fancy, 
Hazel will show you the next steps.

What on earth is ringing theory? - with Mark Davies - The country's 
leading theoretician, Mark demystifies theory and explains how it 
corresponds - or spectacularly fails to correspond - to practical ringing in the 
tower.

Friday 28 August

3.00 p.m. Coping with Call Changes - with Sheila Taylor - What are call changes all 
about? How do you know who to follow? What do you do when you get lost? 
The scales will fall from your eyes as Sheila explains the mysteries.

Beyond Bob Doubles - with Tom Edgeworth - Venture into the slightly 
more complex but definitely fun Doubles methods with Tom.

Organising a Branch Training Day - with Francesca Cinderey - You don't 
need to be an expert ringer to do this vital job for your Branch, you just 
need to be determined. Long time expert organiser, Francesca, will give you 
the tips.

7.30 p.m. Learning Methods - with Rob Clive - What are blue lines, orders of the 
work, circles of work, etc all about? Rob will guide you through them all. He'll 
also show you how easy it can be to learn methods.

Putting the Band Right - with Steve Coleman - Never thought you could? 
Sure you're always much too bothered about your own blue line to think 
about others? Steve will explain how anyone can help others while still 
staying right.

The Medical Aspects of Ringing - with Dr Sue Pouncey and Dr David 
Pouncey - What are all the problems and how can you best avoid them? 
Ringing doctors, Sue and David, really know.

Saturday 29 August

3.00 p.m. A Start on Triples and Major - with Rob Clive - Yes, it can seem like a 
really big step if you normally only ring on six, but Rob knows how to take it.

Kent Treble Bob Minor - with Kay Hodges - A step up from Bob Minor but 
far easier than Surprise, Kay will explain all.

The Very Simplest Touches of Minor and Upwards - with Julie Miles - No



matter how many bells, and no matter what the method, there's always a 
really simple touch to call. Julie will let you into the secrets.

7.30 p.m. Calling Call Changes - with Sheila Taylor - Sheila explains how to call 
stress-free and easy call changes for stress-free and happy bands.

Grandsire Triples - with Kay Hodges - Kay will lead you into the pleasures 
of this most popular of all Triples methods.

Stedman Triples and Upwards - with Ian Bucknell- Want to know how 
to successfully participate in the beautiful sound of ringing's most musical 
method? Ian will explain.

Sunday 30 August

3.00 p.m. When You Meet Short - with Tom Edgeworth - Only four on Sunday 
morning? No trouble. Tom is full of great ideas of what's fun and musical.

Place Notation and Method Construction - with Derek Carr - Theoretical - 
yes. But absolutely fascinating too. Derek will enthral you.

All your Maintenance questions answered - with Malcolm Taylor and 
Chris Povey - No matter how complex or simple your maintenance 
questions, two of the country's leading experts will answer them.

As you can see, there are 39 seminars altogether, and we've done our best to put them in 
mutually exclusive groups of three. You can attend as many as you want. Just send an 
email to steve@ringingbooks.co.uk with your selection.

On the day of any seminar we'll send you a logging-in email, and you then click on the link 
ten minutes beforehand to join in. It's astoundingly easy, but if you've never used Zoom 
before, please give it a try beforehand by going to https://zoom.us/test. And if you're still 
worried, phone our Zoom expert, Terina Riches, on 01594 529815.

And if your PC doesn't have a camera and microphone, you can still watch and listen.

And as we said, you can attend as many seminars as you want and we much look forward 
to seeing you. But please only sign up for a seminar if you really do intend to attend. Some
of them may be so popular that we'll need to divide the attendees into several groups, and 
if so, we'll contact you well beforehand.

And yes, there's a deadline for applications. The deadline is 18 August 2020.

We look forward to seeing you. 


